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WHY THE BRITISH EMPIRE IS AT WAR 
BY ARCHIBALD R. COLQUHOUN 

The title of this article covers a fact which is of consider 

able importance. The three partners in the Triple Entente 

who are opposing Germany and Austria-Hungary are 

generally spoken of as Russia, France, and England, but it 

is not England, nor "Britain," but the British Empire, with 

which the German hosts have to reckon, and that means that 
we can count on the manhood and the resources not of one 

nation, but of five. In the well-known book of General Bern 

hardt Germany and the Next War, the apostle of the mailed 
fist, writing in 1911, says: 

The British Empire is divided from the military point of view into two 
divisions: into the United Kingdom itself, with the Colonies governed by 
the English Cabinet, and the self-governing Colonies. These latter . . . 

can be completely ignored so far as concerns any European theater of war. 

That this is only one of many miscalculations made in 

Germany in the last ten years must already be apparent 
even to the casual observer of recent events. Before this 

article is printed troops from overseas?from Australia, 
New Zealand, and Canada?will be fighting side by side with 
the British army in the ranks of the Allies, and, since an 

army fights on its stomach, we must also reckon among the 

advantages of our scattered Empire those reservoirs of 

food and those markets for trade which, under the protec 
tion of our Fleet, are now placed unreservedly at our dis 

posal in a manner which obviates for Great Britain the 

greater part of the material sufferings inflicted by the near 

proximity of war on more self-contained countries. We are 

fighting the greatest fight, probably, of our existence with a 
minimum of hardship and even inconvenience to our civilian 

population. 
Was Great Britain responsible for the war? One of the 
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best answers to this is found in the reiterated statement 

throughout the diplomatic correspondence relating to the 
war, that, in the opinion of Germany, Great Britain was sure 

to be neutral. The Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs 
on July 25th told our Ambassador at St. Petersburg that 
" 

Germany was convinced she could rely on (British) neu 

trality," and in the conversations at Berlin, Vienna, Paris, 
the Russian capital, and London, the British representatives 

steadfastly refused to accede to the requests of their French 

and Russian colleagues to throw the weight of Britain into 
the scale. On July 29th the German Chancellor offered, as 

the price of British neutrality, to " 
respect the territorial 

integrity of France," but not, as he subsequently admitted, 
of her colonies. Could such a proposal, justly characterized 

by Mr. Asquith as " 
infamous," have been made to a Power 

which was known to be working for war? On August 4th, 
when the final rupture was inevitable, the British Ambassa 
dor had an interview with Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg. In 
this historic interview the Chancellor, immensely excited 
and 

" overcome by the news of our action," was astounded 
that Great Britain should go to war for 

" a scrap of paper," " 
just a word?' neutrality '?a word which in war-time had 

been so often disregarded." At this date the invasion of 

Belgium was an accomplished fact, and Sir Edward Grey 
had already (on July 31st and August 1st) warned the Ger 

man Government that public opinion in Great Britain would 
not tolerate the violation of Belgian neutrality. It appears, 

therefore, that Germany regarded the warning conveyed 
as " 

bluff," and was exceedingly surprised to find that we 

should fight either to uphold our treaty obligations or for 
any other reason. What evidence is there in all this of belli 
cose intentions on our part? On the contrary, Germany 
obviously made her gambler's throw in supreme confidence 

that, at the moment chosen, we were unable, owing to domes 
tic dissensions, to take an adequate part in any European 
conflict. The extremity of Britain was Germany's oppor 

tunity. Her grounds for this belief were more reasonable 
than now seems possible. The Home Rule question had 

brought us to the verge of civil war, and the agents of the 
German Government may very well have misunderstood the 
nature of our people. The German Empire is made up of 
states whose inhabitants, while subscribing heartily to the 
ideal of German unity, have no true German national feel 
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ing. They are Prussians, Bavarians, or Saxons first, and 
their union into a German Empire is too recent to permit of 

any strong national feeling?a fact which goes far to explain 
the easy assimilation of Germans in foreign countries. It 

might well appear to Germans that the cleavage between 
Irish and English, even between north and south Ireland, 
is deeper and wider than any political tie can bridge, but 
as a matter of fact the United Kingdom, nay, more, the Brit 

ish Empire, is bound together by a strong sense of nation 

ality?not only racial affinity, but common tradition and de 

votion to the little islands that bred our stock. We had 
fought and bled side by side on many a battlefield before 
the German Empire was welded together in the campaign of 
1870. At the first sign of a foreign danger domestic differ 
ences were forgotten and only our common heritage was re 

membered. The miscalculations of German agents were, 

therefore, not unnatural, and they were certainly encouraged 
by the ill-judged attitude of a portion of our press.1 

Ever since the Boer War, when the Kaiser did his best to 
form a European coalition against Britain (and bitterly re 

proached his own people for not having provided a navy to 

take advantage of the situation) there have been two parties 
in Great Britain holding divergent views as to our relations 

with Germany. On the one hand there were those who in 

sisted that friendly relations with that country could only 
be secured if we also took care to maintain our naval superi 

ority unquestioned and to provide adequately for land de 

fense, and on the other there were those who, even when 

they did not advocate complete disarmament on our part, 
were convinced that friendly relations could be maintained 

by the exchange of visits, courtesies, and a general policy 
of confidence and admiration. Naturally, among the latter 

were found numbers of sincere idealists to whom Germany 
was still the land of Goethe, Schiller, Lessing, Kant, Wag 
ner, and Schubert?poets, philosophers, and musicians?and 

who had never realized the growth of Teutonism, whose 

apostles are Treitschke, Bernhardi, Von Tirpitz, and the 

Emperor William. The Socialists of G^eat Britain, the 
Humanists, the Great Illusionists, and all the faddists 

1 
German writers have, of course, pointed out that Great Britain's naval 

expansion was a 
" 

threat" to Germany. Into this controversy it is unneces 

sary to enter here. The point is that in July, 1914, the British Government 

had no desire for war and took no steps toward it until forced to take the 

defensive. 
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who pin their faith to the brotherhood of man?all these 
preached, in season and out of season, the doctrine that war 

between Great Britain and Germany was " 
unthinkable." 

In this connection it is necessary to note, what has long 
been common knowledge in the journalistic world in Eng 

land, but was officially unveiled in a despatch from the 

British Embassy at Berlin in February last (made public 
only recently), that the efforts of Germany to secure 
a " 

good press 
" 

in foreign countries did not stop short of 

the methods of Bismarck. It was his creature, 
" 

little 

Busch," who inaugurated what was known as the 
" 

reptile 

press," fed from official sources and bound to them by ties 
too strong to be broken. The preparation of "news" by the 

Foreign Office and its dissemination by the semi-official 
" 

Wolff Bureau 
" 

is a recognized feature of German life, 
but the indiscretions of one of the journals revealed another 

institution, heavily subsidized by Government, which under 

the guise of 
" 

trade development 
" 

has spread German jour 
nalistic agents of the Government all over the world, aims 
at controlling the advertising in foreign journals, and is 
thus in a position to secure that German views and 

" news " 

shall be presented in a favorable light. Its attempts to 
" 

square 
" 

certain international news agencies fortunately 
failed. These were pre-war arrangements. Readers of 

this Review will be aware of more recent efforts, but 

the insidious nature of this propaganda has concealed 
it from view in many an unsuspected quarter. Since 
the outbreak of war a singular instance has been revealed. 

The London Times received a communication, purporting 
to be a letter from a very eminent person, deprecating cer 

tain views regarding the Kaiser, and urging that his deep 

religious convictions made him essentially opposed to war, 
which was, in fact, being forced on him by Russia. This 
communication was not printed in the Times, but on the 

evening that it might have been in type a telegram, obviously 
intended for the London representative of the " Wolff 

Bureau," was accidentally delivered to the Times. It said: 
"Times is publishing to-morrow -'s statement on the 

situation. Please telegraph it word for word. [Signed] 
Wolff Bureau, Berlin." 

Finally, in a very different camp, there were to be found 
a number of men, many of them public characters of distinc 

tion, who laid it down as axiomatic that Great Britain could 
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never be called on to send a military force to the Continent, 
and therefore that a small, highly trained army, for despatch 
to distant parts of the Empire, was all-sufficient for our 

needs, though they good-naturedly acquiesced in the forma 

tion of a citizen force (to be trained after the outbreak of 
war) for purposes of home defense. The only comment 

necessary on these views is found in the fact that already 

seventy battalions of our citizen army have volunteered for 

foreign service, and will be sent to the front as soon as they 
are fit. They would be sent now if they were ready. Mean 

while our gallant little force of 150,000 must hold the fort as 
best it can, and has already borne a full share of the fighting 
in France. 

With so many elements in public opinion openly hostile to 
any aggressive attitude on the part of Great Britain, with 

such obvious unpreparedness for a land campaign, and with 
a Government which dared not commit itself to any definite 
line of policy until public opinion had been openly roused 
over the question of Belgian neutrality, it is not possible 
for any unbiased observer to make out a case for a British 
" 

attack 
" on Germany. 

The responsibility of Russia is now loudly proclaimed by 
Germany. The question of the exact date of mobilization is 

obscure. The term means different measures in different 

countries and, moreover, the length of time taken to effect 

complete mobilization differs so greatly that it is impossible 
to decide at what stage mobilization ceases to be a precau 

tionary measure and becomes aggressive. It is an accepted 

fact, however, that Germany could mobilize in much less 

time than France, and nearly twice as quickly as Russia. 

This was the situation when Austria, the ally of Germany, 
declared war on Servia. 

The sovereignty of Servia is as important to Russia as 

the independence of Belgium is to France or ourselves. It 

is no mere sentiment of Slav unity or desire to protect a 

small kindred nation which dictated Russia's policy, though 
the cause of Servia was popular in Russia on those senti 

mental grounds. Servia, as the vassal state of the Germanic 

Powers, would give them a predominant position in the 

Balkans. Servia won back her independence as a nation by 
a heroic struggle, and she has never ceased to cast longing 
eyes at the provinces still peopled with her own race which 

formed part of her ancient kingdom. She has intrigued 
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with her lost tribes, as have Rumania and Bulgaria outside 

the Austrian dominions, Croatia, Poland, and Bohemia with 

in them. Secret societies, intrigues, and the cultivation of 

forbidden nationalism are the breath of life to all Slav 
peoples?essentially dreamers and democrats. Austria and 

Hungary have each their batch of oppressed nationalities 

to cope with, and a singularly complete and ubiquitous secret 

police system keeps an eye on their doings. A few years ago 
a trial, in which thirty or forty well-known citizens of 

Croatia were accused of treason, proved that certain docu 

ments on which the charge rested had been fabricated in the 
Austrian Consulate at Belgrade. One needs to remember 

the Friedjung trial before passing judgment on Servia! 
She is accused by Austria of fomenting disturbances which 

threatened the integrity of the Austrian dominions, but 
it is inconceivable that Germany would have plunged 
herself and Europe into war over such a charge as this, 

much less over the specific question of the murder of the 

Archduke. 

On the latter question some plain speaking is necessary. 
The Archduke was pro-Slav, his wife was a Czech. He was 

known to be at variance with the strong pro-German and 

military element in Vienna, and the aged Emperor's grasp 
of affairs has long been slackening. Those who, like the 

writer, have been in Serajevo and know the efficiency of the 

Austrian police, find it almost impossible to credit that the 
murder, which was the result of a second attempt, could have 

taken place but for deliberate negligence on the part of the 

Austrian authorities to take the usual precautions. With 

the removal of the Archduke the moderating influence which 

had made itself felt in the last Balkan war was gone. Vienna 

was entirely ruled by the bellicose element which takes the 
word from Berlin. Little pretense was made in Vienna of 

regretting the Archduke's death, still less that of his mor 

ganatic wife, whose position was resented by those born in 

the purple. Can it be conceived that righteous indignation 
for the murder was the moving force in this great European 
tragedy? No, it is obvious that the aim was so to weaken 
Servia as to render her the vassal of Austria and through 
Austria of Germany. The coveted route to Salonica and the 

East runs through Servia, and the British Ambassador at 
Rome telegraphed reliable information that Germany was 

preparing to seize the Salonica railway. The Austrian Am 
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bassador to Constantinople let the cat out of the bag in a 

conversation which the British Resident reported to Sir 
Edward Grey. He spoke of the 

" 
deplorable condition of 

Salonica under Greek administration, and of the assistance 
on which the Austrian army could count from the Mussul 

man population." Obviously, as the Resident remarked, 
Austria's designs extended considerably beyond a mere 

i' 
punitive expedition into Servia.'' 

Besides these ambitions there was, for Germany as for 

Austria, the disturbing racial question. Prussia cannot 

tolerate, as Austria has done hitherto, the growth of Slav 
national feeling, yet her eastern provinces, almost to the 

gates of Berlin, are the ancient home of the Slavs, and there 
are colonies of these prolific people in Westphalia and else 

where. The crushing of Slav national feeling has been 

vigorously attempted, but with little avail.1 After a long 

night of oppression these gifted and tenacious people have 

seen, in every part of Central Europe, a revival of their lan 

guage, music, art, and historic traditions. In temperament 
and ideals they are antipathetic to the Prussians who rule 

Germany, and Bernhardi has laid it down that the first step 
in the spread of Teutonism must be the crushing of the Slavs 

in Germany. 
Russia could not be expected to acquiesce in the Teuton 

izing of the Balkans or in an All-German route toward Con 

stantinople. She made no objection to the humiliation of 

Servia, as a warning not to intrigue, but she was bound to 

secure the national independence of that country. Since her 

action in mobilizing was only begun after Austria declared 
war on Servia, and since Austria could at any moment have 

been restrained by the moderating word which Germany 
over and over again refused to speak,2 it seems difficult to 

fasten the responsibility on Russia. It is beyond question 
that as late as July 29th, on the urgent representation of the 

German Ambassador, M. Sazonoff (the Russian Minister) 
made a definite offer in writing that Russia would stop all 

military preparations if Austria would " eliminate from her 
ultimatum (to Servia) points which violate the principle of 

sovereignty of Servia (White Paper No. 97). 
1" The Achilles Heel of Germany." Nobth American Beview, June, 1909, 

by A. R. Colquhoun. 
2 White Paper Nos. 43, 46, 57, 68, 80, 90. On July 31st, when it was obvi 

ously too late, the German Chancellor made great professions of his desire 

to 
" 

press the button 
" 

in Vienna. 
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There is one point which history will, perhaps, be able to 
clear up. Was Germany in any sense responsible for the 

terms of Austria's ultimatum to Servia?that ultimatum 
which the German Chancellor, on July 25th, declared to 
" 

leave something to be desired 
" as a diplomatic document 

and which he admitted contained things which " Servia 
could not swallow " 

(Ibid. No. 18) ? As to Germany's fore 

knowledge of this ultimatum we have no direct evi 

dence, but Sir Maurice de Bunsen, British Ambassador 
in Vienna, believes, on private information, that the 

German Ambassador in Vienna, who is notoriously anti 

Slav, knew the text of the note and telegraphed it to 
the German Emperor (Ibid. No. 95). In any case he 

(the German Ambassador) told Sir M. de Bunsen that 
he indorsed " 

every line of it." On July 27th the West 
minster Gazette, a leading Liberal paper which has been dis 

tinguished by special communications from the German 

Chancellor, and cannot for a moment be suspected of Teuto 

phobia, wrote that " In all the circumstances it is difficult to 
believe that the German Government was not completely 
aware of the terms of the Austrian note, and that the time 
and the method were not concerted between the twro 

Powers." 

The crux of this question of responsibility lies in the 
selection of a particular moment for springing the mine out 
of which conflagration was bound to come. Was the moment 

favorable to Great Britain? That question has been dealt 
with. To Russia ? In three years' time Russia would have 

completed a reorganization of her army which would have 

enabled her to mobilize at a line much nearer to the German 

frontier. She was engaged in a bitter industrial dispute, 
and she was on the eve of negotiating a big loan. The mo 

ment was obviously not chosen by Russia. As for France, 
we have indubitable proof of her desire to preserve peace. 
She had just convicted herself of grave errors in army ad 

ministration. Her northern coasts were undefended, and 

Great Britain gave her no pledge. French troops were kept 
well within ten miles of the frontier, and not until German 
forces had crossed did she take the offensive. From the fact 
that she was unable to advance to the rescue of Liege it is 

obvious that France did not begin her mobilization early 
enough to threaten Germany before that country could de 

fend herself, and had not the Belgians made such a heroic 
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stand France would have been taken at a disadvantage. Both 

she, Britain, and Russia consented to any form of media 
tion or conference or consultation whereby the catastrophe 

might have been averted. Finally, the President was actu 

ally absent from France at the time of the crisis, and was 

traveling home during the four most critical days of the 
negotiations. 

It is needless to go on piling up evidence of the fact that 
the moment was chosen by Germany because she thought 
her two continental rivals were less favorably placed than 

might again be the case, and because she was firmly con 

vinced that Britain could not afford to fight, and that a con 
tinental war, if she entered into it, would cost that country 
the allegiance of her overseas dominions, and particularly 
of Canada. 

" 
English Imperialism," said Bernhardi, 

" 
has 

failed to link the vast Empire together either for purposes 
of commerce or defense." 1 

And he went on to add that the 

Dominions would only support Great Britain in a cause 

which appealed to them. It was part of German strategy to 
make the Servian incident the nominal casus belli, and to 
concentrate attention in Great Britain on Russia. Would 

Britain support Russia?autocratic Russia?and would she 

fight over Austria's squabble with Servia? The herring 
across the trail was more nearly successful than one cares 

to remember. 
It is not necessary to recall verbatim speeches which have 

since been recanted, but, in the many debates which have 

taken place over the obligations of the British Dominions be 

yond the seas for the defense of the Empire, there has al 
ways been one school which inclined to the view that " en 

tanglements in European politics," though they might drag 
Great Britain into war, would not necessarily involve the 
overseas Dominions. It is one of the vital problems before 

the British Empire that she cannot expect the whole-hearted 
co-operation of the Dominions in military and naval defense 

without giving them a share in the direction of the foreign 
policy on which military and naval operations turn. The 

mere payment of contributions in money, even if it satisfied 

the national aspirations of the Dominions, would not meet 

the case. We need man-power as well, and responsible gov 
1" The experience of all time shows that colonial empires are more fragile 

and less enduring than continental ones. We consider a great war with Eng 
land in the twentieth century quite inevitable."?Eisenhabt, Germany in the 

Twentieth Century. 
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ernments must have a voice in the disposition of their own 

forces. Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa have 

adopted military training for the manhood of their country, 
in different forms, and the two former are also embarking on 

naval programmes of their own. These measures do not 
render them independent of the protection of the British 
navy, but at this crisis they enable South Africa, for in 

stance, to undertake its own land defense, while Australasia 

has annexed a German Colony in Samoa, besides despatching 
forces to supplement those of Great Britain. Gifts in kind 
of meat, butter, fruit, and other Australasian products are 

also on their way. 
It must be said, moreover, that the Pacific Dominions 

have never quibbled about the position of any naval forces 

they might raise in a war undertaken by Great Britain. 

They have always asserted that such forces should auto 

matically pass under the control of the British Admiralty in 
time of war. They have fully realized that if Britain is at 

war every corner of the Empire is at war. Canada, with a 

larger and more mixed population, was the region in which 

doubts were expressed, and where the theory was ventilated 

that it might be possible to remain within the Empire with 
out joining in every dispute in which Britain might be in 
volved. This is mentioned here chiefly to point a contrast. 

In Great Britain many Radical journals continued to criti 

cize the Government's action in declaring war even for 

several days after the violation of Belgian neutrality. But 

in Canada there was no holding back, and there has been 

little attempt (if any) to criticize, though it must have been 
difficult for many Canadians to understand the why and 

wherefore of the war. The response from Canada has been 

magnificent. She sends us gifts of flour, cheese, fruit, coal, 

money, and, above all, men. She will send as many of these 
as Lord Kitchener wants. 

There is one item of news from Canada which must have 
a paragraph?a grateful paragraph?to itself. It is re 

ported that 60,000 citizens of the United States resident in 
Canada applied to join the Canadian volunteers. Their 

offer, for obvious reasons, cannot be accepted, but in Toronto 
alone they have subscribed ?40,000 for families of Canadians 

serving in war. In England American residents are fore 

most in Red Cross and other work, and Anglo-Americans 
are forming a corps of their own. 
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Another German miscalculation: India, it was expected, 

would be in flames at the first sign of trouble for Great 

Britain. India has flamed?but with an ardent desire to 

fight by our side. Her seasoned troops are now landed 
on the Continent, and with their arrival vanished the Ger 

man hope of stirring up Mohammedan discontent through 
Turkey. 

And now what are we fighting for? We have been forced 
to fight primarily to defend the neutrality of Belgium?a 
neutrality guaranteed by international treaty. This is no 

quixotism on our part. The neutrality of Belgium is essen 

tial to her independence, and her independence of German 

control is a vital matter for us. At the same time it has for 

long been evident that the position of Holland and Belgium, 
at the mouth of the Rhine, and occupying the coast line 

opposite England, constituted a permanent barrier to Ger 
man expansion as a great naval and mercantile power. The 

violation of Belgian neutrality has long been openly part? 
an essential part?of that advance on France which was to 

begin Germany's next war. Treitschke and Bernhardi have 

preached to the present generation of Teutonized Germans 

the doctrine that only by blood and iron can the German 
Empire come to its own. 

The oft-repeated assertion that there are no international 

boundaries in the world of thought is.directly contradicted 

by Bernhardi. 
" 

The dominion of German thought," he 

said, 
" can only be extended under the cegis of political 

power," and the first step must be to crush out the Slavs, 
who, even in the heart of Germany, continue to increase and 

to retain their national ideals. The fight between Teuton 
and Slav has always been, on the part of the latter, a struggle 
for liberty of thought and action, for the Slav is a practical 
and not merely a theoretic democrat. How far the rulers 

of Russia have in the past departed from Slav traditions is 

only too well known, but there is more true democratic 

feeling in Russia to-day than in Prussia, where the mili 

tary caste reigns supreme and rides roughshod over all 

else. 

The second step is for Germany to 
" 

consolidate our posi 
tion in Europe," and then the time will be ripe to seek for 
colonies. But first 

" 
France must be so completely crushed 

that she can never more cross our path." After this colonies 

?preferably in parts suited for white occupation?must be 
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acquired, as the result of a war in Europe.1 That these 

colonies can be acquired without injury to England no Ger 
man has ever pretended. On August 27th the Cologne 
Gazette said: 

It is the essence of the English power-idea, that it cannot bear a strong 

Continent, and above all one standing under a unified leadership. For 

then her colonies ivould be torn from her. . . . Our people, who have re 

spect for our French opponent 
. . . are filled with fury against England, 

who could have prevented this terrible world war, but out of the very 
pettiest jealousy did not do so. 

Professor Hans Delbruck, in The North American Re 
view of January, 1900, wrote: 

As England is not expected to give way peaceably, and as her great naval 

power cannot be overwhelmed by a single State, the best remedy would be 

an alliance against her of all her rivals together, especially of Russia, 

France, and Germany. The diplomacy of King Edward VII. destroyed this 
little scheme, but Germany was no less bent on war. 

Treitschke (in his Politik I., p. 76) says: 
God will see to it that war always recurs as a drastic medicine for the 

human race. 

Bernhardi says: 

War is a moral obligation, and, as such, an indispensable factor in 

civilization. . . . The efforts toward the abolition of war must not only be 

termed foolish, but absolutely immoral. . . . We Germans have a far 

greater and more urgent duty toward civilization than the Great Asiatic 

Power. We, like the Japanese, can only fulfil it by the sword. 

Those who have watched the growth of a new Germany, 

inspired by these Prussian militarist ideals, have frequently 
been told that they do not represent the real Germany. It 
is difficult to form an accurate idea of a " real Germany 

" 

in which so many divergent streams are blended. The truth 
seems to be that, despite all the enlightenment and liberality 
of thought which characterized the old Germany, her present 
generation has taken on very easily the imprint of Prussia. 

Industry and mechanical efficiency are the hall mark of Ger 
man work, but those who believe that a liberal atmosphere, 
freedom of thought and action, and a love of abstract truth 
are the real signs of civilization will not see in the Prussian 

sausage-machine any real evidence of human advancement. 

The sausage-machine has produced a wonderful army, 
1 
Bernhardi. Germany and the Next War. Ch. V. 

" 
We must wish that at 

any price a German country, peopled by twenty or thirty million Germans, 
must grow up in Brazil." Lecture by Professor ISchmoller, of Berlin Univer 

sity, member Prussian Privy Council. 
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whose men, at the word of command, will march forward in 
solid blocks to be mowed down; whose artillery is heavy and 

deadly, and whose officers can be trusted to carry out the 
most drastic commands without compunction. It is this 

army and its doings which must be taken as the symbol of 
modern Germany. No longer can we take the professor, the 

poet, or the philosopher as our typical German. It is Kaiser 

Wilhelm and his soldiers who stand for all time to typify 
the nation whose mission was to civilize and humanize the 

world. 

The American public will have had ample opportunities 
of hearing how the Kaiser and his soldiers have comported 
themselves, from the moment when the grandson of Queen 

Victoria sent an aide-de-camp with an insulting message to 

the departing British Ambassador, to the burning of Lou 
vain, the bombarding of the unfortified town of Malines, 
and the strewing of trade routes with explosive mines. Of 
the frightful barbarities inflicted on hapless Belgians no 
doubt any longer exists. Some of the mutilated victims 
have reached England. What must be realized by those who 
want to understand this war is that the principal outrages 
are not due to isolated acts of wanton cruelty on the part of 

soldiers, but are part of a calculated policy, ordered by 
superior authorities, with the design of spreading terror in 
the hearts of the conquered people and preventing reprisals. 

They are, in short, an essential feature of the Kulturkampf. " 
Germany," declares Professor Lamprecht, the historian 

and apostle of culture, 
" 

is now the protector and pillar of 

European civilization, and after bloody victories the world 
must be healed by becoming Germanized." Bismarck him 

self laid down the proper policy to be pursued in conquered 
territory. 

" 
Leave them," he said, 

" 
nothing but their eyes 

to weep with." An eye-witness has described to the writer 
the conduct of German troops entering Belgian villages. 
Certain houses were marked and fired upon; for ten min 

utes, perhaps for half an hour, every inhabitant showing 
his or her face was shot, and then, relaxing from their toils, 
the German soldiers became quite amiable and friendly. 

The Huns, with whom the German armies have been com 

pared, pillaged and ravaged because they knew no better. 
The German does it as part of a deliberate policy. He does 
not make war in kid gloves. The Duke of Wellington, a 

hundred years ago, described the Prussians on campaign as 
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" 

horrid," and added that he believed that such excesses 
defeated their object. 

" 
My plan," he said, 

" 
is to bear 

lightly on the individual and grind the State." Laurence 
Oliphant wrote: 

Contact with the German armies, in 1870, has not the effect of enlisting 
one's sympathies in their favor. The official or Junker class detests Eng 
land with a mortal hatred because they instinctively feel that the institu 
tions of England strike at the root of their class prejudices and bureau 
cratic system. 

The assumption that " 
necessity knows no law "* is the 

guiding spirit in Germany's proceedings. On that assump 
tion treaties, engagements, conventions?all the parapher 

nalia of civilized intercourse?are valueless. We return to 

the Dark Ages when might was absolutely right. It is against 
this theory, and against the domination of the. " blood and 
iron 

" 
school of Prussia, that the Allies are arrayed. Our 

partners in this fight have been our foes of old; they may 
be our rivals in the future, but for the present their cause 

is ours because Prussian hegemony in Europe would mean 

the triumph of a crude and brutal militarism. The British 

Empire is not afraid of nationalism; it views with sympathy 
the revival of national aspirations in the smaller Slav 

peoples, and its heart warms to Belgium; but above all we, 
as a free democracy, are opposed to Teutonism, which is en 

shrined in a military autocracy and knows no law save its 
own desires and ambitions. 

Because the policy of Russia in the past has been illiberal 
and despotic some of our people have had misgivings as to 
our alliance with her. But the proclamation to the Poles, 
besides being an astute piece of strategy, may herald in a 

brighter era for Russia. How far Prussian influence has 

been responsible for the reactionary policy in St. Petersburg 
can be judged from the brutal oppression of Prussia's own 
Polish subjects. In any case the victory of the Allies will 
not mean the hegemony of Russia in Europe, but a stronger 
France, a stronger Italy, and a federation of stronger 
Balkan States. 

In such a reconstruction of the map there will be room 

for a diversity of national aims and ideals, and the possi 

bility of a quickening of intellectual and artistic life far 

greater than could have occurred under the weight of Prus 

sian hegemony. National revivals are invariably marked 

'German Chancellor's Speech in the Reichstag, August 4th. 
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by esthetic renascence, and the stimulus of national patriot 
ism seems to be the necessary inspiration for creative work. 

It has suited Prussia to represent Teutonism asau Kultur 

kampf," but Germany led the world of thought and science 
before she had bowed the knee to the God of Battles or em 
barked on the quest for World Power. 

The morality of waging an aggressive war does not come 

into the present discussion. Other nations have done it in 
the past, and done it as ruthlessly as Germany. Her excuse 

is, simply, that the Slays, France, and the independence of 
the Low Countries are all obstacles in her path. Believing 
in herself, she must clear them out of her path or else com 

promise her future. Granting, for the sake of argument, 
that the morality of the State is on a different footing to 
that of the individual, so that the former may be justified in 

declaring that 
" 

necessity knows no law," when we have 

made these admissions (which are necessary if German con 

duct is to be condoned) we are faced by the fact that our 
" 

culture bearer 
" 

is simply asking us to return to the state 

of 
" 

Nature red in tooth and claw "?the primitive condi 

tion in w7hich hunger was the first compulsion and might the 

only right. Without donning any pharisaical robes we may 

safely say that at the present stage of our civilization public 

opinion in the British Empire would not sanction war on 

such grounds or by such methods. We do not claim to be 
" 

culture bearers," but we do claim to give justice and free 

dom wherever we go and to keep our plighted word, and it 

is because we have done this that we can count, confidently, 
on the whole-hearted support of all the people of the Do 

minions?even of those who were, a short time ago, our foes. 

The British Empire believes that it is fighting in the 
cause of liberty, that it is on the side of oppressed nationali 
ties and opposed to a military despotism more ruthless even 

than that of Napoleon which threatens Europe. 
We are not so free as the Kaiser with the Deity, who to 

that medieval monarch appears as Jehovah did to the Jews 
of the Old Testament?a domestic deity, to be flattered, ex 

horted, or thanked. But in the fine words of a recent poem 
we say our doxology: 

To God, whichever way the battle rolls, 
We, fighting to the end, commend our souls. 

Archibald R. Colquhottk. 
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